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ABSTRACT 

An airport is a fundamental element of the air transport system. Airport infrastructure and operational 

characteristics, allows versatility to other transportation modes. Looking back, a significant expansion 

of airport infrastructure began in the early 1960s, with the use of an aircraft jet engine for commercial 

purposes. From the 1970s to the 1990s a significant proportion of the financial resources for building 

and expansion of airports was invested by states. In the Commonwealth countries, especially in the 

UK, Australia and Canada those investments were mainly obtained from public funds. Throughout the 

100 years of commercial aviation, most of the airports were state-owned and operated as a public 

company run by the civil servants. State bodies and agencies were policy makers and at the same time 

they were responsible for airport operability, efficiency, financing and marketing, with the objective to 

increase traffic and ultimately increase revenue. While many airports were privatized, those remaining 

in state ownership are still dependent on the state money and the state investment strategy. Any 

unforeseen event that as a result causes economic crises has a strong negative impact on sustainable 

development. The last global economic crises began at the end of the year 2007 in the United States, 

its expansion to Europe and other parts of the world was significantly felt at the end of the year 2008, 

and in the year 2009 the entire economies of the European countries started with the negative GDP 

trend. The global economic crisis has significantly affected all sectors of the economy, but it was 

mostly reflected on one of the most vulnerable sectors, and that is the tourism sector, which goes hand 

in hand with air transportation. The past trends show that both, leisure and corporate travellers are 

amongst the main contributors to the strong development of airport capacity worldwide, maintaining 

over one million jobs in both developed and developing countries. The world economy has become 

dependent on air transport industry. The consequences of the economic crisis felt in the air transport 

industry, primarily airports, and how the airports have reacted by changing their strategy with the aim 

of saving their sustainable development, will be presented in this research paper.     

Key words: Airport strategy, global economic crisis, aviation trends, aviation economy. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Over the years, many crises have affected the developing trend of air traffic with varying 

intensity. Figure 1 shows the cross-section of crises from the year 1968 to the year 2012 in 

relation to the movement of RPK (Revenue per kilometer). Looking from the aspect of the 

European Union, the transport system has become a very important economic factor of its 

economy. At the same time it is a very sensitive system whose trends are dependent on 
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economic developments in other sectors. By the end of 2008, the world financial crisis has 

reached increasing proportions and it has become a real global economic crisis. The global 

economic crisis has significantly affected all sectors of the economy, but mostly it was 

reflected in one of the most vulnerable sectors: tourism industry that is closely related to air 

transport. The past trends show that the tourism and travel of passengers contributed to the 

strong development of airport capacity worldwide, maintaining over one million jobs in both 

developed countries and those which are marked as „developing“ countries. The world 

economy has become dependent on air transport. The consequences which the economic crisis 

has left on the air traffic were the following: a drastic reduction in traffic demand for the 

transport of passengers and cargo; changes in traffic flows (e.g. through connecting routes); 

lower company profits and a dramatic financial condition of airline companies which lead to 

the change of strategy. 

 
Figure 1: Overview of the trend of the RPK for the period from year 1968 to year 2012 

Source: Prepared by the author according to Advola presentation (IATA, Airbus) & Airbus Forecast 

2 ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIC CRISIS EFFECT ON EUROPEAN AIRPORTS 

Although experts started to talk about the economic crisis in the United States during the late 

2007, its spread to Europe and other parts of the world was significantly felt in the late 2008 

and in 2009 when the entire economies of all the countries in Europe started with the negative 

trend of GDP. This trend can be read especially in the relationship between economic 

parameters and changes in the number of passengers. When the world economy grows, the 

need to travel increases and it results on the increasing number of passengers at airports. 

When the global economy is in decline (especially the amount of GDP), the number of 

passengers is also falling. The relationship between economic parameters, changes in the 

number of passengers and the number of tourist arrivals divided to the individual countries 

can be found in the table 1. 
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Table 1: GDP/capita by countries with a GDP < $ 30,000 compared to year 2000 

State Segment 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Austria 

GDP per capita 6,0% 15,0% 10,0% -7,7% -2,1% 10,4% -4,8% 

Number of passenger air transportation 5,1% 3,8% 5,7% -2,8% 21,2% 3,1% 4,2% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 4,7 4,4 3,8 4,8 4,4 4,1 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 1,6% 2,5% 5,6% -2,6% 3,0% 4,6% n/a 

Belgium 

GDP per capita 5,3% 14,1% 9,5% -7,5% -1,9% 8,2% -6,7% 

Number of passenger air transportation 9,0% 12,0% 44,2% -17,3% 2,2% 14,7% 2,7% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 8,2 7,5 7,0 7,9 8,3 7,1 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 3,7% 0,7% 1,7% -4,9% 5,4% 4,3% n/a 

Croatia 

GDP per capita 11,3% 19,1% 17,3% -10,5% -5,2% 8,3% -8,4% 

Number of passenger air transportation 2,3% -28,1% 13,4% -4,2% -6,1% 14,9% 3,3% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 11,1 9,6 8,4 9,1 11,8 13,4 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 3,2% 7,1% 1,2% 0,3% 4,8% 9,0% n/a 

Finland 

GDP per capita 5,8% 17,9% 10,0% -12,4% -2,2% 11,4% -5,5% 

Number of passenger air transportation 7,4% 9,1% -4,5% -6,2% 13,6% 9,5% -9,4% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 7,6 6,8 6,3 8,2 8,4 7,7 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 7,5% 4,3% 1,8% -4,5% 7,2% 14,2% n/a 

France 

GDP per capita 4,8% 13,8% 9,0% -8,0% -3,2% 8,5% -6,5% 

Number of passenger air transportation 13,5% 3,4% -0,5% -4,7% -4,4% 5,5% 2,3% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 8,8 8,0 7,4 9,1 9,4 9,3 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 3,9% 3,8% -2,0% -3,1% 1,2% 4,8% n/a 

Germany 

GDP per capita 5,1% 14,7% 9,2% -8,7% -0,3% 9,6% -5,7% 

Number of passenger air transportation 9,8% 6,5% 1,7% -4,2% -1,5% 10,0% -1,3% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 10,3 8,6 7,5 7,7 7,1 5,9 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 9,6% 3,6% 1,9% -2,7% 11,0% 5,6% n/a 

Greece 

GDP per capita 8,6% 16,2% 11,4% -6,4% -9,1% -0,8% -13,8% 

Number of passenger air transportation 0,3% 7,6% -7,5% -6,9% 12,9% -7,6% -13,5% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 8,9 8,3 7,7 9,5 12,5 17,7 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 8,6% 0,8% -1,4% -6,4% 0,6% 9,5% n/a 

Hungary 

GDP per capita 2,2% 21,1% 13,5% -17,8% 1,8% 8,1% -9,3% 

Number of passenger air transportation -5,2% 20,9% -0,7% -5,1% 299,2% 10,0% -13,9% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 7,5 7,4 7,8 10,0 11,2 10,9 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals -7,2% -6,7% 2,0% 2,8% 5,0% 7,8% n/a 

Iceland 

GDP per capita -0,1% 19,6% -19,1% -28,3% 3,9% 11,7% -3,3% 

Number of passenger air transportation 0,5% 12,0% -17,3% -4,1% 13,8% 16,2% 14,1% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 3,0 2,3 3,0 7,2 7,6 7,1 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 12,8% 14,9% 3,5% -1,6% -1,0% 15,7% n/a 

Italy 

GDP per capita 4,3% 12,7% 7,6% -9,0% -3,7% 6,9% -8,5% 

Number of passenger air transportation 1,6% 3,1% -18,9% 8,2% -1,7% 3,9% -8,5% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 6,8 6,1 6,7 7,8 8,4 8,4 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 12,4% 6,3% -2,1% 1,2% 0,9% 5,7% n/a 

Netherlands 

GDP per capita 6,0% 15,2% 10,8% -9,0% -3,2% 7,4% -8,0% 

Number of passenger air transportation 5,1% 5,1% 2,6% -1,7% -9,6% 11,0% 3,7% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 3,9 3,2 2,8 3,4 4,5 4,4 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 7,3% 2,5% -8,2% -1,8% 9,7% 3,8% n/a 

Poland 

GDP per capita 12,5% 24,6% 24,5% -18,7% 8,9% 8,8% -5,0% 

Number of passenger air transportation 2,0% 17,8% 8,5% -7,7% -4,2% 8,5% 10,3% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 13,8 9,6 7,1 8,2 9,6 9,6 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 3,1% -4,4% -13,5% -8,3% 4,9% 7,1% n/a 

Portugal 

GDP per capita 4,8% 14,6% 8,6% -7,2% -2,9% 5,2% -10,3% 

Number of passenger air transportation -6,9% 9,3% 8,2% -11,3% 5,4% 5,6% 2,5% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 7,7 8,0 7,6 9,5 10,8 12,7 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 10,1% 6,9% 2,6% -7,5% 4,9% 7,5% n/a 

Spain 

GDP per capita 7,6% 14,6% 8,9% -9,3% -5,5% 6,8% -8,7% 

Number of passenger air transportation 6,6% 14,2% -9,0% -10,7% 7,6% -0,2% -15,4% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 8,5 8,3 11,3 18,0 20,1 21,6 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 3,7% 1,1% -2,5% -8,8% 1,0% 7,6% n/a 

United GDP per capita 6,2% 14,4% -6,9% -18,1% 2,6% 7,5% -1,1% 
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State Segment 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Kingdom Number of passenger air transportation 4,2% 4,2% 3,0% -2,1% -0,6% 9,9% 2,7% 

% of total unemployment working citizens 5,4 5,3 5,3 7,7 7,8 7,8 n/a 

The number of international tourist arrivals 9,3% 0,7% -2,4% -6,4% 0,3% 3,6% n/a 

Source: Prepared by the author according to the World Bank 

According to the analysis of the available data from the World Bank, ACI and IATA, the 

global economic crisis was significantly manifested in the air transport industry in the last 

quarter of 2007, when profits started to decline significantly. Travel agencies were the first to 

report the sudden drop of 20% in reservations and bookings. In late September, US airlines 

announced the first data which indicatively marked the disruption of the market with a 

reduction in RPK. This also happened in a short time in Europe, where in October it increased 

by a modest 4%, while in the second half of November there was a significant reduction, 

which results in a 1% increase only for European companies at the end of the year. The next 

several figures show the influence of the global economic crisis on several European airports 

segmented into categories, such as primary and secondary HUB airports, regional airport and 

airport for low-cost airlines. 

HUB airport - Analyzing the four airports categorized as Super Hubs an almost identical 

trend can be noticed in passenger traffic during the monitored months in the period between 

the years 2008 and 2013. On Super hubs airports, economic crisis in passenger traffic began 

to be felt in the middle of the year 2008, and it lasted until September 2009, when airports 

recorded the first continuous growth in passenger numbers (Figure 2). Although the economic 

crises had a significant impact on the negative trend of air traffic in Europe, due to the well 

development of network destinations, super hubs recorded a smaller negative trend of 

passenger traffic on an average of -4.5%. A significant drop in traffic is visible in April 2010, 

caused by the closure of airspace over Europe due to the eruption of the Icelandic volcano 

Eyjafjallajökull. 

 
Figure 2: Analysis of the impact of the economic crisis on the Super Hub airports 

Source: Prepared by the author according to the database Anna Aero 

Primary HUB airport - Comparing the impact of the economic crisis on primary hub 

airports in relation to the Super HUB airports, it is evident that the crisis began to be felt a 

little earlier, in the first part of the year 2008, and the first recovery in passenger traffic can be 

seen in mid-2009 (Figure 3). On primary hubs airports significant fluctuations can be seen in 

Trend of traffic in% - monthly analysis for the period from January 2008 to December 

2013 - SUPER HUB 

 

Annual trend of passengers - SUPER HUB 

Global Economic Crisis 
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the trend of passenger traffic between the observed airports, and the average amount fall in 

passenger traffic during the impact of the crisis was -7.5%. On the right side of Figure 3 it can 

be noticed that the trend in passenger traffic at the Istanbul Ataturk Airport which, despite the 

small decline in traffic during the end of 2009 in certain monthly periods, recorded a 

significant growth in passenger traffic compared to similar airports at the annual level. 

 
Figure 3: Analysis of the impact of the economic crisis on the primary HUB airports 

Source: Prepared by the author according to the database Anna Aero 

Regional Airports - From the analyzed data of the observed regional airports, the airports 

began to feel the economic crisis and follow a negative trend in May 2008, which lasted until 

November 2009. Although the Figure 4 shows a roughly similar trend in the passenger 

numbers, it is important to note significant differences in the percent value by an average of 

observed airport that was -9.2%, and the biggest decrease was recorded in Ljubljana Airport 

in February 2009 with -25.2%. Looking at the annual traffic trends, regional airports show 

that only Ljubljana Airport is following the negative trend, also caused by the negative 

financial situation and the poor performance of the Slovenia national flag carrier Adria 

Airways, which has a share of the turnover of 73.7% at Ljubljana Airport. Zagreb Airport 

recorded stagnation in traffic, although the largest airline, Croatia Airlines is in serious 

financial problems, and for Zagreb Airport this represents a serious threat given the fact that 

the traffic share of Croatia Airlines is approx. 62% of the total passenger traffic. 

 

Trend of traffic in% - monthly analysis for the period from January 2008 to December 

2013 - Primary HUB 

 

Annual trend of passengers - Primary HUB 

Global Economic Crisis 
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Figure 4: Analysis of the impact of the economic crisis on regional airports 

Source: Prepared by the author according to the database Anna Aero 

Low-cost Airports - Airports with more than 95% share of low cost carriers throughout the 

study period showed significant fluctuations in passenger traffic regardless of the impact of 

the economic crisis. Although the economic crisis started the negative trend in most of the 

observed airports in September 2008, the same negative trend continues until the beginning of 

2012 (Figure 5). Airport Charleroi, known for its airline Ryanair, which is used as a base in 

times of crisis, has shown a positive growth trend compared to the same months in recent 

years. 

 
Figure 5: Analysis of the impact of the economic crisis on "low-cost" airport 

Source: Prepared by the author according to the database Anna Aero 

 

Trend of traffic in% - monthly analysis for the period from January 2008 to December 

2013 – Regional Airport 

 

Annual trend of passengers – Regional Airport 

Trend of traffic in% - monthly analysis for the period from January 2008 to December 

2013 – Airport for LCC Airlines 

 

Annual trend of passengers – Airport for LCC 

Global Economic Crisis 

 

Global Economic Crisis 
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3 REACTION OF EUROPEAN AIRPORTS ON THE GLOBAL ECONOMIC 

CRISIS 

Business of airlines and airports is directly connected. The drastic decline in the business of 

airline in Europe and a number of airline bankruptcies due to the economic crisis has severely 

affected the European airports, especially in the segment related to their primary business. 

The economic crisis has affected the airport with a sharp drop in aeronautical revenues as a 

result of a small number of flights, and reducing non-aeronautical (commercial) revenues due 

to the fact that there were also fewer passengers in the terminals. The percentage of airports in 

Europe that recorded a decline in passenger traffic amounted to 86%. 

Due to all the mentioned facts, the reaction of airports had to be fast and efficient, but unlike 

the airlines that can stop flight to one destination and open another route to different 

(profitable) destination, the airport had to "live" with the cost of the entire infrastructure that 

they had to maintain regardless of the level of traffic. For this reason the strategy of airports is 

focused on cost cutting and restructuring that includes reducing the number of employees in 

some cases up to 25%. In that context, most European airports seek not to increase costs or 

limit the increasing of planned costs with the aim of protecting its competitive position for the 

duration of the global economic crisis
1
. For the sustainability of the airport in the period of the 

global economic crisis and huge instability of air traffic, certain activities had to be taken with 

the aim of adapting airports to the emerging market conditions. These activities include: 

 Cost reduction 

- Reducing the number of employees: Amsterdam-Schiphol -25%, Dublin -20%, 

Manchester -5%, SEA Milan -30% 

- Reduction of capital investment: -2.8 billion € 

 Confirmed the most capital investment: 50 billion € 

- Accepted long-term plan and sustainable development of the airport 

- The airports must be prepared for traffic growth = expected doubling of air 

traffic by the year 2030 

 Correction of aeronautical charges in the price lists of airports 
There is a problem with the payment of provided services = reaction carrier in crisis 

situations 

- about 50% of airports in Europe have reduced aeronautical fees 

- about 19% of airports in Europe have retained the same price aeronautical 

charges 

- about 25% of airports in Europe have slightly increased aeronautical fees 

- about 6% of airports in Europe have significantly increased aeronautical fees 

 The strategy of focusing negotiations with a strong network and low-cost airlines  

Airports have focused their business on tracking and negotiations with those airlines 

that recorded stagnation or growth during the global economic crisis, which is 

primarily related to the strong network airlines, such as Lufthansa and Turkish 

Airlines and low-cost airlines such as Ryanair, easyJet, Wizz Air and Norwegian Air 

Shuttle. By analyzing the available traffic data of the above mentioned airlines, mostly 

those using low-cost model, it can be concluded that their model is recognized as a 

                                                           
 

1
 Airports Council International (ACI), European Airports Responsive and Responsible in the Crisis, 23 July 

2009 
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factor of success at the time of crisis, and their impact on airports increased 

significantly with the result of softening very negative business airport trends related 

to passenger traffic. One of the examples that illustrates the power and operability of 

the low-cost airline model during the economic crisis is the example of the bankruptcy 

of Hungary national flag carrier Malev. The Budapest Ferihegy International Airport 

had about 60% share from the Malev airline in total passenger traffic. When the Malev 

suddenly bankrupted due to the economic crisis, it was expected that the airport would 

have a significant decline in the number of passengers, but a week after the 

bankruptcy, the two strong European low cost airline, Ryanair and Wizz Air started 

negotiations with the airport management, after which they opened a large number of 

routes to many destinations from Budapest. The results showed that before the 

bankruptcy, the share of low cost carriers in Hungary on international flights was 

23.6% in year 2011, while after the bankruptcy of Malev and entering of Ryanair and 

Wizz Air, the share was increased to 48.1% in 2012 with the similar amount of total 

passengers. 

4  KEY GUIDELINES TO OVERCOME THE ECONOMIC CRISIS IN EUROPE 

It is impossible to determine the exact formula of all the elements that could be implemented 

in the operations of the airport in order to completely eliminate the influence of the economic 

crisis on business, but there are several elements that airports used to facilitate the operations 

of the already unstable market of air transport and already affected airports. Some of them are 

the following: 

 Implementation of differentiation facilities and services according to the 

requirements and needs: 

- Low cost airlines / Network airlines (Alliance) 

- Facilities intended to the network carriers were adapted to the needs of low-

cost airlines (Marseille, Amsterdam, Bordeaux, Copenhagen, Milan Malpensa, 

Brussels, ...) 

 Reduced dependency on the dominant air carrier: 

- For the unstable air transport market it is highly risky to have a large share of 

each operator in the total passenger or cargo turnover for the possible scenario 

of bankruptcy and for this reason its proportion is trying to be reduced, 

- The airport should make a decision according to which category the airlines 

(models)  their business will adjust: the network operator or low cost airline 

 Competitive airline fees "must" be: 

- about 3.5% (excluding Ground Handling) cost airline (ICAO recommendation) 

- Fees can be collected from the air carrier: 22% of total revenues airport 

- Air Traffic Control must follow the same example / principle 

 Developing new sources of revenue 

- Commercial development - as much revenue from concession fees – Risk 

sharing 

- about 47% of total revenues airport 

 International growth and the creation of alliances airports  

- Airport starts with the merger of airports with a common strategy and 

marketing. Example: ADP & Schiphol, SEA Milan & ADR, etc. 

 Introduction of new technology - technology solutions 
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The introduction of new IT technology which speeds up the process and replaces the number 

of employees while reducing costs (CUSS kiosks, Web CKI, HBS Level 3) 

5  CONCLUSION 

The global economic crisis significantly affected any category of airports and airlines 

regardless of their typical business models. It is evident that the airports ware in a worse 

position than airlines by the fact that airlines are able to put out unprofitable lines and open 

those profitable, while the airport had to deal with the specifics of its business and location. 

Although it was difficult to survive and operate during economic crisis, very few airports 

operated with a profit. Their willingness to change  policy and turning to new strategies that 

are primarily related to better negotiate with airlines, the increasing efficiency in all business 

segments and modification of aeronautical and non-aeronautical charges were the basis for 

creating a positive environment for the survival of the global economic crisis. Although 

sometimes it may seem that the airports, airlines, and even air traffic control are "islands with 

huge walls" whose cooperation is very often full of obstacles and sometimes unequal 

competition, during the global economic crisis it was once again confirmed the theory that 

only the cooperation of all stakeholders can lead not only to overcoming the crisis but also 

generate additional income in the same. A great example of how to operate in such difficult 

times showed Alliance strategy between Istanbul Airport and Turkish Airlines. 
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